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Fiction Novel, Crimson Son, Scheduled For June 14th Release
Source: Fictional Work
Dated: Apr. 16, 2014

Author and former FBI investigator discusses upcoming release of his debut fiction novel, Crimson Son
DENTON, Texas -- CRIMSON SON tells the story of a young man who must navigate his superhero
father's covert world of weaponized human beings in order to uncover the fate of his mother and stop a
government program gone awry.
"We're finally here, at the threshold," says author, Russ Linton. "Crimson Son has entered final revisions
and is on track for the June release."
The book is slated for release on June 14, 2014. It will be available as an eBook at all major retailers with a
paperback to follow shortly.
"Sure, the day before Father's Day is both symbolic and a bit cheesy," admitted Russ Linton. "But the book
was deeply inspired by my own experience as a father and the strains a demanding career can place on a
family. It deals with complex issues of family and heroism all wrapped in a non-traditional superhero
story.”
In Crimson Son, Spencer, son of the Crimson Mask, has been locked away in his father's arctic bunker for
his own safety after the kidnapping of his mother by the arch-villain, Black Beetle. After two years spent
dreaming of escape, Spencer launches into his father's covert world. As he stumbles through a nest of
conspiracy and top secret facilities, gathering together a team of everyday people and cast-off augments,
Spencer discovers that the Black Beetle isn't his only enemy, nor his worst.
The latest news including the soon-to-be-revealed cover followed by a sample chapter will be made
available at www.russlinton.com.
In the fourth grade, Russ Linton wrote down the vague goal of becoming a “writer and an artist” when he
grew up. On a journey that led him from philosopher to graphic designer to stay at home parent and even a
stint as an Investigative Specialist with the Federal Bureau of Investigation, he finally got around to that
“writing” part which he now pursues full time.
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